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Abstract. In this paper, we give the overview of the social media user mod-
eling shared task in the NLPCC 2018. We first review the background of social
media user modeling, and then describe two social media user modeling tasks in
this year’s NLPCC, including the construction of the benchmark datasets and
the evaluation metrics. The evaluation results of submissions from participating
teams are presented in the experimental part.
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1 Background

With the widespread of social media websites in the internet, and the huge number of
users participating and generating infinite number of contents in these websites, the
need for personalization increases dramatically to become a necessity. One of the major
issues in personalization is building users’ profiles, which depend on many elements;
such as the used data [1, 2], the application domain they aim to serve [3, 4], the
representation method and the construction methodology [5, 6]. Another major issue in
personalization is personalized recommendation, which can be divided into different
methods including contented based methods [7, 8], collaborative filtering based
methods [9, 10], and hybrid methods [11, 12].

In the industry field, many influential user modeling products have been built, such
as Netflix movie recommendation system, Amazon item recommendation system, etc.
These kinds of systems are immerging into every user’s life.

Under such circumstance, in this year’s NLPCC shared task, we call the social
media user modeling task that cover both personalized recommendation and user
profiling tasks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the pro-
vided dataset. In Sect. 3, we describe the detail of these two shared tasks. Section 4
describes evaluation metrics, and Sect. 5 presents the evaluation results of different
submissions. We conclude the paper in Sect. 6, and point out our plan on future user
modeling activities.
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2 Data Description

The data, collected from a social media platform, contains the following five aspects:

(1) profile.txt describes users’ profiles. Currently gender, province and city are
provided.

user gender province city tags

(2) tags.txt describes users’ tags. Each line contains a user and related tag.

(3) social.txt describes users’ following relationship, where user1 follows user2 on
this social media platform.

user 1 user2

(4) tweets.txt describes what user posted. Each line contains a user and the posted
tweet.

user tweet

(5) checkins.txt describes users’ location visits. The format is as follows, where POI is
the location user visits, cate1, cate2, cate3 is the category of the POI in a hier-
archical level. lat and lng is the latitude and longitude information and Name is the
location name.

user POI cate1 cate2 cate3 lat lng name

All the files are UTF-8 encodes and tab separated.

3 Task Description

Given the social media dataset including the following heterogenous information:
users’ profiles (gender, province, city, tags), social ties (following relationship), users’
published tweets, and users’ location visits, the NLPCC 2018 social media user
modeling shared task includes two shared tasks for social media dataset: User Tags
Prediction task and User Following Recommendation task.

3.1 User Tags Prediction Task

Given users’ other information except tags, predict which tags are related to a user.

user tag
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3.2 User Following Recommendation Task

Given users’ following relationship and other provided information, predict the users a
user would like to follow in the future.

4 Evaluation Metrics

The quality of User Tags Prediction (UTP) and User Following Recommendation
(UFR) subtasks will both be evaluated by F1@K,

Pi@K ¼ Hij j
K

; Ri@K ¼ Hij j
Vij j ; F1i@K ¼ Pi@K � Ri@K

Pi@KþRi@K

F1@K ¼ 1
N

XN

i¼1

F1i@K

where Hij j is the correctly predicted item set (item refers to tag in UTP and user in
UFR) for user i ‘s top K prediction, Vij j is the ground truth item set for user i. Pi@K,
Ri@K and F1i@K is the precision, recall and F1 for a user i.

In UTP, we set K ¼ 3.
In UFR, we set K ¼ 10.

5 Evaluation Results

There are totally 39 teams registered for the above two shared tasks, and 4 teams
submitted their results for UTP subtask and 3 teams submitted their results for UFR
subtask. Table 1 and Table 2 lists the evaluation results respectively.

Table 1. Evaluation results of the User Tags Prediction (UTP) subtask.

F1@3

Team 1 0.046268361
Team 2 0.033795288
Team 3 0.000124505
Team 4 0

Table 2. Evaluation results of the User Following Recommendation (UFR) subtask.

Accuracy

Team 1 0.011645037
Team 2 0.004177592
Team 3 0.00000101
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6 Conclusion

This paper briefly introduces the overview of this year’s two social media user mod-
eling shared tasks. We have 39 teams registered and 4 teams submitted final submis-
sions. In the future, we plan to provide more social media datasets and call for new user
modeling tasks.
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